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Kane Saucier has chosen to walk away from a family fortune to wear a badge. As Sheriff of Kerrville County, he lives
near his brother Zane and his friends, the McCoys of Tebow Ranch. His life is good, but something is missing. The
Sheriff is lonely until love walks through the door of his office one day in the form of Lilibet Ladner. She's not had an easy
life, but from the moment they meet, the sparks fly. While everything is perfect in the bedroom, there is trouble in
paradise - intrigue, danger and mystery turn their world upside down. Kane's faith never wavers; his Little-bit is worth
fighting for. And even when her darkest hour comes, Lilibet refuses to give up on her dreams or her Brown Eyed
Handsome Man. **Warning: This version of the book contains explicit content and details. For a less explicit version
check out the Hell Yeah! Sweeter Versions also available on Amazon. Intended for Adult audiences 18+. Contains:
graphical scenes and sexual content.
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A Brown Eyed Handsome ManHell Yeah!Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Broken Wings is mainstream fiction. It is the extraordinary story of Daniel ‘Surefire’ Lasky – an Apache-raised tracker and lion-killing Big
Game Hunter – who is commissioned to find the grave of a missionary last seen in Northern Rhodesia, 30 years before. What starts out as a
search for a missing priest, grows into a dangerous mission, evolving into a quest for existential meaning. What Surefire finds in Africa’s
cursed Shinshika Mountains will change forever his cynical world view and cavalier lifestyle. This powerful and inspiring story, filled with
drama, adventure, passion and love, is set to become another international bestseller for Keverne – a natural story-teller whose talent is richly
expressed in this unique book. ACCLAIM FOR GLORY KEVERNE'S A MAN CANNOT CRY'. A PEOPLE magazine's Top Ten Book of the
Year in America. A BOOKSELLER'S Most Promising Title in Britain. A MAN CANNOT CRY is the finest first novel I have ever handled
(including THE COLLECTOR by John Fowles, and THE WATER IS WIDE by Pat Conroy). Close to 50 years in publishing as a writer, editor
and agent and I have never heard such a story of how a relatively uneducated girl of eighteen in a little copper mining town in Northern
Rhodesia, married to a miner, began a powerful first novel of 500,000 words (before cutting), and spent years writing it under the most
amazing circum- stances. I have never been as overwhelmed by a first novel. She is simply a born story teller.' Julian Bach, New York Agent
and a former editor of LIFE magazine. Gloria, you have a wonderful novel here. It moved me to tears and its editing has been a labor of love
for me. A Man Cannot Cry has given me great pleasure and I thank you for it. Eventually the world will too.' Hillel Black, William Morrow,
USA. This excellent novel is an African answer to THE THORN BIRDS. With first rate characterization and an unusual and ingenious plot, the
combination of Africa, the Quaker settlement and medicine, is exceptionally good.' P Parkin, HarperCollins, UK. A MAN CANNOT CRY
pulses with the life of Northern Rhodesia and all Africa besides. The story begins in 1958 with the arrival of Dr Than Profane at a Quaker
mission to see his dying father. He does not intend to stay but before long he is taking Africa like a drug' and thriving like cut grass growing
wild' He quickly earns the affectionate name Bwana Cowboy'. His methods and sometimes his morals are characteristically American, roughhewn, deaf to both danger and defeat Inevitably he clashes with his conservative hosts. But he does much better with the local tribes there is
a wonderful passage where he is trained as a witchdoctor and some of the book's finest characters, lovingly portrayed, are African The book
is alive with people, places, and their interactions: births and deaths in squalid hut and shiny hospital, cruel savages and a tame leopard; the
glory of a canoe trip on the Zambezi and a white man dressing as a witchdoctor to fight a smallpox epidemic; and in the background the
murmuring voices of a changing Africa, Lumumba, Tshombe, Kasavubu, Kaunda. A MAN CANNOT CRY dramatizes all the conflicts and
parallels between the white world and the black, the old Africa and the new, the familiar and the alien, the uncertain fears of the mind and the
sure knowledge of the heart. Long, rich and detailed, it is a wonderful book.' Alan Ryan, THE WASHINGTON POST. An enormous array of
human emotion is
EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still maintains the highest global circulation
of any African American-focused magazine.
Discusses the wildlife of Africa's rain forest, plains, dry thornbush, and other areas, stressing conservation efforts to preserve these rapidlydisappearing animals.
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Continuing the Hell Yeah! Series with Book 4 Kane Saucier has chosen to walk away from a family fortune to wear a
badge. As Sheriff of Kerrville County, he lives near his brother Zane and his friends, the McCoys of Tebow Ranch. His life
is good, but something is missing. The Sheriff is lonely until love walks through the door of his office one day in the form
of Lilibet Ladner. She's not had an easy life, but from the moment they meet, the sparks fly. While everything is perfect in
the bedroom, there is trouble in paradise - intrigue, danger and mystery turn their world upside down. Kane's faith never
wavers; his Little-bit is worth fighting for. And even when her darkest hour comes, Lilibet refuses to give up on her
dreams or her Brown Eyed Handsome Man. **Warning: This version of the book contains explicit content and details. For
a less explicit version check out the Hell Yeah! Sweeter Versions also available on Amazon. Intended for Adult audiences
18+. Contains: graphical scenes and sexual content.
The liberation of Summersun brings the wrath of the universe upon the Silver Dragon crew. Sandmen stole away Commander
Reynard, and not a single myth in the galaxy speaks of them taking anyone alive—ever. Political tensions mount across the galaxy,
caused by the crew’s direct participation in the assassination of Commodore Micah Donkor and the kidnapping of Princess
Aurora. VP-Admiral Maxtin, with the looming death of his old ally and superior Vice-Presidential Admiral Easter, enters a power
struggle with Easter’s war-eager new favorite: Admiral Kantian. While the Silver Dragon crew tries to find a way to search for
Reynard and navigate the political upheaval they helped set in motion, the Sandmen besiege them. They manipulate the crew’s
already fragile relationships. When crew members begin sabotaging one another, trust wears thin. The crew members journey
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across unknown planets, dreamscapes, and even hostile alternate realities to come together and fight beings who use their
darkest fears and desires against them.
This work of historical fiction, based on the World War I experiences of three brothers, has its roots in pre-war Nova Scotia and
sweeps the reader into the vortex of the horrendous battles of human attrition in Belgium and France. The story culminates in
fratricide and its lingering aftermath.What begins as a glorious crusade against the invading Huns devolves into a colossal
struggle, not only for survival, but also for the souls of these three volunteers in the Canadian Expeditionary Force. Brought up in
the parsonage of a Baptist minister fondly referred to as ?The Old Gent,? sons Sable, Ian, and Fraser are taught to be ?brother
keepers.? They bond fiercely through a multitude of reckless endeavors and escapades of tomfoolery and danger on both water
and land. Shipped to the Western Front, Sable and his brothers experience bombardments, trench raids, entombment, mine
explosions, sniping, bayonet fighting, firefights, loss of comrades, barroom brawls, bloody disasters, mud and mayhem while in the
ranks of the 31st and 25th Battalions. Sable undergoes intensive sniper training and takes his toll on the enemy. Ian becomes a
stretcher-bearer and loses his faith in a compassionate God. The paths of the brothers diverge and cross. By 1918 the Canadians
have become an elite corps of shock troops; together with the Australian Corps, they spearhead the first major breakthrough of the
war at Amiens. It is here that the orders of a drunken officer destroy the brother keepers.This saga of military tragedy and heroism
engages the moral and religious issues of war and postulates ?The Iron Corollary to the Golden Rule.? ?The Brother Keepers? is
a story of faith lost and faith maintained, doublethink, elusive love, the sanctity of brotherhood and the toll of warfare interspersed
with interludes of humor. Out of this searing odyssey on European soil emerged worldwide recognition of the Canadian Corps and
Canada as a nation unto itself.
The Hell Yeah! Sweeter Version Series Continues with Brown Eyed Handsome Man (Hell Yeah! Sweeter Version: Book 4) Kane
Saucier has chosen to walk away from a family fortune to wear a badge. As Sheriff of Kerrville County, he lives near his brother
Zane and his friends, the McCoys of Tebow Ranch. His life is good, but something is missing. The Sheriff is lonely until love walks
through the door of his office one day in the form of Lilibet Ladner. She's not had an easy life, but from the moment they meet, the
sparks fly. While everything is perfect in the bedroom, there is trouble in paradise - intrigue, danger and mystery turn their world
upside down. Kane's faith never wavers; his Little-bit is worth fighting for. And even when her darkest hour comes, Lilibet refuses
to give up on her dreams or her Brown Eyed Handsome Man. *Content Warning: This version of the Hell Yeah! Series is LESS
Explicit than the Erotic Version that is also available. If you'd like more explicit version look for the Hell Yeah! Series. Same Book
but with the graphic sexual content.
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